ULTIFASTPAVE

The ultimate fast car park resurfacing solution

AVAILABLE WITH
ULTILOW TECHNOLOGY
ULTIFASTPAVE has been developed as a single layer application for car parks and associated link roads that require a cost effective durable surface course, negating the need for a binder and surface course approach and reducing construction time accordingly.

ULTIMATE TIME SAVING
Single pass application means significant reductions in project delivery times compared to conventional dual layer resurfacing.

FASTER COMPLETION
Shorter project delivery times mean less operational disruption for clients and lower costs.

LASTING DURABILITY
Single layer application improves compaction and reduces the insitu voids in the finished layer thereby improving long term durability.

ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
Designed as a 14mm nominal size product and providing a dense finish at up to 75mm thick. ULTIFASTPAVE is proven as an invaluable solution for planned use, or reaction to unforeseen problems, i.e. where budget levels are restrictive, programme timescales exceptionally tight, or where sub-base levels are an issue.

HIGWAY SURFACING
ULTIFASTPAVE can also be used as a single layer application for urban and estate roads. It avoids the need for a binder and surface course to reduce construction times and road closures.

ULTIMATE SUPPORT
At Tarmac, technical excellence comes as standard. To ensure our customers get the best possible results, we provide full training, and expert support is never more than a phone call away.

To find out how ULTIFASTPAVE can help you achieve longer-lasting results, quickly and cost effectively call 0800 1 218 218
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